
 

 
 

Palo Gallery Presents Poisonous Weeds by Lisa Ross 
May 19–July 2, 2023 

Lisa Ross, Never Forget Class Struggle, 2023. Archival pigment prints on cotton paper, 40 x 72.75 in. 
Courtesy the Artist and Palo Gallery. 

 
New York, NY, (May 4, 2023) – Palo Gallery is pleased to announce Poisonous Weeds, a solo exhibition 
of photo-based works by artist Lisa Ross. Exploring a series of defaced propaganda murals painted 
during the Cultural Revolution in China, Poisonous Weeds opens May 19, 2023, with a public reception 
from 6:00 to 8:00pm. 

Comprised of large-format, abstracted works and smaller-scale annotated photographs, the exhibition 
takes its title from a 1951 quotation by Mao Zedong which reads: "Any wrong thoughts, all poisonous 
weeds, all monsters and demons, should be criticized, and they must not be allowed to spread 
freely." The content behind Ross’s large-format, abstracted works is informed by a series of small-scale 
documentary photographs of painted walls in an old apartment complex in Lanzhou City, Gansu Province, 
where the artist had a residency.  

The murals’ power stemmed from a quasi-religious belief in Mao, that in turn, derived from the ancient 
Chinese belief in the emperor as the Son of Heaven. In these large-format works, Ross reinterprets the 
murals by manipulating their color, hue, and contrast; the heavily saturated pigments, distressed textures, 



 

and layers evoke an abstracted painterly hand. Core works in the exhibition, such as Dust Does not 
Runaway by Itself, are printed to nearly exact scale. Despite the fact that most of the characters appear to 
be scratched off the walls, the annotated series Poisonous Weeds: Legends restores the Chinese text 
and provides English translations of all except one illegible mural, revealing words from the Little Red 
Book of Quotations from Chairman Mao Zedong. In this series, the dozen small-scale photographs are all 
annotated, offering facts and a historic timeline that add dimension to the project’s many layers. The 
methodology and meticulous notations serve as evidence of Ross’s ongoing interest in ethnography. 

On the verge of demolition at the time of Ross’s photography, the Lanzhou murals embody a kind of 
shrine that has long since been neglected. A testament to a historical period and culture, the apartment 
complex itself originated in hope and utopian ideologies. While the propagandistic exhortations were 
largely eradicated from public spaces after Mao’s death, the diligence to their removal varied, as 
evidenced by the state of the walls Ross recorded for Poisonous Weeds.  
 
About Lisa Ross 
Ross’s work revolves around the liminal spaces in which faith, culture, and abstraction meet. Their 
immersive photographs and videos explore the skin of the land, revealing textures of intimacy and 
spirituality. Over time, political realities emerge, inextricably bound to place. Ross made numerous bodies 
of work in the Uyghur region of far western China, creating an extensive portrait of handmade markers 
and earthen architecture at Sufi Holy sites in and around the Taklamakan desert. Due to a recent and 
extreme crackdown on religious and cultural practices, over a million Uyghurs disappeared, and much of 
the vernacular and lived landscape that Ross’s work focused on was razed. As a result, the artist has 
placed more attention on art and advocacy.  
 
Ross has worked in China, Kyrgyzstan, Azerbaijan, Europe, and North Africa, and their work has been 
exhibited internationally in museums and galleries. The artist has been a grantee of the Trust for Mutual 
Understanding and Asian Cultural Council; an Artist-in-Residence at The View Art Gallery, Gansu, the 
Watermill Center, New York, and the CICRP in Marseilles, France; a Fellow of the Bronx Museum AIM 
Program; and a recipient of the Hayward Prize through the American Austrian Foundation. Ross has also 
taught at Parsons School of Design, Columbia University, and The Harvey Milk School, where they 
developed a photography and video program for LGBTQ youth. Ross holds an MFA from Columbia 
University and a BA from Sarah Lawrence College. 

About Palo Gallery  
Established in 2018 in New York City by third-generation art collector and dealer Paul Henkel, Palo 
Gallery brings to bear a tradition of art scholarship and patronage, working as a true thought partner with 
artists to realize their visions and create dynamic presentations. Extensive research by the Palo 
curatorial team ensures that each exhibition is advised by the art historical canon and contemporary 
cultural touchpoints. In 2022, Palo Gallery opened its new 3,400-square-foot flagship space designed by 
Selldorf Architects in the NoHo district of Manhattan as the only dedicated partner showcasing Vica by 
Annabelle Selldorf. A destination of discovery, Palo Gallery’s multifaceted program ranges from tightly 
curated, thematic group exhibitions to insightful art historically informed solo exhibitions spanning a 
breadth of artistic endeavors.  
 
Since its inception, Palo Gallery has sought to incorporate thematic elements into its curatorial practice – 
whether it be group shows or solo presentations. Early exhibitions marked the gallery’s foray into 
concept-driven presentations focusing on themes of memory and our most primitive instincts. Memories 
Manifest (2021) saw seven artists working in response to each other and the theme of memory, while 
Primordial (2021) investigated the ways that thoughts, emotions, reactions, and experiences speak to our 



 

most primitive instincts. The large-scale Real Wild (2022) presented an array of representations and 
interpretations of iconography from the American Wild West, a setting of which many of us have a 
collective archetype that the exhibition sought to re-contextualize. Building on the success of these 
conceptual group exhibitions, Palo has continued navigating contemporary cultural topics via art 
historical narratives with a number of solo exhibitions. Today, the gallery continues to showcase thematic 
presentations that offer Palo Gallery and its artists a unique opportunity to explore pivotal cultural and 
historical topics at a level that transcends those achieved via a standard solo exhibition.   
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